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The Golden Dawn Sourcebook
Now here is a unique compilation of the various tools used in Golden
Dawn ritual, all described in full with complete step-by-step
instructions for the construction of nearly 80 different implements.
Includes rituals or meditations for each one. An indispensable guide.

Philosopher's Stone
Regardie's resonance with the Golden Dawn derived in part from the
intuitive knowledge that he demonstrated in his 1932 book, The Tree of
Life. With the sponsorship of Dion Fortune, he joined the Stella
Matutina in 1933 but quickly became disillusioned with its egotistical
leadership and departed less than two years later after attaining the
grade of Adeptus Minor. Three years after that, he published his
landmark collection The Golden Dawn, making the "secret" rites and
teachings of the on-again, off-again Order available to a wider public
for the first time, and making possible today's resurgence of interest
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in the Order. Several years later, Regardie and Crowley parted company
after an acrimonious public clash of personalities. Regardie returned
to the United States and studied chiropractic medicine in New York. He
served in the Army during World War II, and afterward moved to Los
Angeles to open a chiropractic clinic and also work as a Reichian
therapist. He had studied psychology and psychiatry with several
notable teachers and was a strong proponent of Jungian analysis all
his life, as well as the more controversial work of Wilhelm Reich.
Both writers are known among the 20th century's most unique and
controversial psychological theorists, whose writings straddled the
border between science, religion and myth, and incorporated a strong
element of sexuality. It is easy to see how this emphasis blended well
with Regardie's magical and esoteric studies.

The Essential Golden Dawn
Since its inception over 100 years ago, the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn has continued to be the authority on the initiatory and
meditative teachings of the Tarot. This Tarot incorporates all of the
temple symbolism needed for use in the Golden Dawn rituals. Created at
the behest of the renowned occultist and father of the modern Golden
Dawn movement Israel Regardie, this stunning deck masterfully blends
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traditional Tarot imagery with descriptions from the Golden Dawn
initiation ceremonies. This is the first Tarot deck to incorporate the
symbolism necessary for use in rituals. Written and created by
internationally known adepts Chic Cicero and Sandra Tabatha Cicero,
this is ideal for the beginning student but equally appealing to
expert Tarot readers. The accompanying book provides an introduction
to Cabalistic, Zodiacal and Alchemical symbolism creating a powerful
tool for divination and spiritual growth. Complete with 256-page book
and two versions of the Temperance card—as required in Golden Dawn
rituals—this is the best Tarot available for students of the Golden
Dawn and the Western magical tradition.

Gold: Israel Regardie's Lost Book of Alchemy
The Golden Dawn flourished in Great Britain and France from 1887 to
about 1901. It appears to have been an outgrowth of the German order,
Orden des Gold-und Rosenkreuz. In the Golden Dawn one studied Qabalah,
astrology, tarot divination, geomancy, scrying, astral travel,
alchemy, Ancient Egyptian religion, Theurgy, Freemasonry, Alchemy,
Enochian magic, Christian mysticism, etc. It flourished until the
London Adepts rebelled against their leader. This act of betrayal
destroyed the Order, fragments of which carried on under other names.
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Paths of Wisdom
Devil-Worship in France Or the Question of Lucifer
Over the years many myths have built up about one of the founders of
the Golden Dawn, Samuel L. MacGregor Mathers. Many of these have been
created by those who wish to damn the Golden Dawn and its system of
magic or by those who want to naively believe a bogus magical story
about the Order and its founders. In King Over the Water, Golden Dawn
magician Nick Farrell paints a picture of the founders of the Golden
Dawn becoming out of their depth as the Order began to create
magicians. Rather than painting Mathers as an eccentric genius,
Farrell sees him as an autocratic fantasist. He sees Mathers
struggling to keep up as his students rapidly became better than him
at the system he created, and shows how he was unable to raise his
game to help the Order develop further. In what is a portrait of the
problems that could befall any esoteric leader, Farrell (author of
Gathering The Magic, a textbook on magical group dynamics) reveals how
Mathers' later rituals were an attempt to remove the magic from the
system he created so that he could milk it for money. Included are
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previously unpublished papers from Mathers' own version of the Golden
Dawn, the Alpha et Omega, including the original Z documents, the full
version of the Book of the Tomb (a key document for creating a Vault
of the Adepts), the original method for the consecration of the sword,
and much more. King Over the Water is the prequel to Farrell's
groundbreaking expose on the Alpha et Omega, Mathers' Last Secret, and
provides another look into the mind of a magician that helped develop
the magic we use today.

Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Self-transformation
Discusses the relationship between Jung's analytic psychology and
hermetic magic, looking at cabala, yoga, Eastern religion, and the
pentagram

The Golden Dawn
In this newly discovered text, famed occultist Israel Regardie sheds
light on the psychological and spiritual meaning behind the symbols
and metaphors of alchemy. Locked away for years before it was made
available, and now fully annotated by Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero,
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Gold is the first new book by Regardie published in decades. Analyzing
important seventeenth-century alchemical treatises, such as “The True
Book of the Learned Synesius,” Regardie uses the language of Jungian
psychology, magnetism, and hypnosis while citing his own unique
experiences as a therapist and healer. Learn about spiritual alchemy
and the connection between ancient magic and modern-day psychology.
Explore the similarities between alchemical theory, Taoist philosophy,
yoga, Zen Buddhism, and experiments with the human aura. With
illustrations and appendices, including Regardie’s original text “The
Art of True Healing,” Gold is a definitive work by a true master.

The Golden Dawn
The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic
This book contains the 36 pivotal papers given to Adepts in the
original Golden Dawn order, providing key insights and instructions
into the theory and practice of magic, from theurgy, imagination and
symbolism to clairvoyance, divination and telesmatic images. For the
first time these texts are brought together in a single printed
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volume, along with some rare administrative versions that were all but
ignored by modern eyes. In addition, extensive and insightful
commentaries from modern Golden Dawn magicians from a variety of
orders are here provided, adding to the corpus of teaching provided in
the Flying Rolls themselves. The contributors to this book include:
Frater A.M., Frater AR, Deanna Bonds, Christopher Bradford, Chic
Cicero, Sandra Tabatha Cicero, Ian Cowburn, Morgan Drake Eckstein,
Nick Farrell, Paola Farrell, Lauren Gardner, Jayne Gibson, Frater
Goya, VH Frater IOV, Aaron Leitch, Liza Llewellyn, Joseph Max, Frater
Philomancer, VH Soror QQDAM, Samuel Scarborough, Eric V. Sisco,
Rachael Walker, Sam Webster, Harry Wendrich, Peregrin Wildoak, Frater
Yechidah, Frater YShY

Original Teachings of the Golden Dawn, Vol. 2
In the last half of 1509 and the first months of 1510, Cornelius
Agrippa, known in his day as a Magician, gathered together all the
Mystic lore he had obtained by the energy and ardor of youth and
compiled it into the elaborate system of Magic, in three books, known
as Occult Philosophy, the first book of which--Natural
Magic--constitutes the present volume. This is true and sublime Occult
Philosophy. To understand the mysterious influences of the
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intellectual world upon the celestial, and of both upon the
terrestrial; and to know how to dispose and fit ourselves so as to be
capable of receiving the superior operations of these worlds, whereby
we may be enabled to operate wonderful things by a natural power--to
discover the secret counsels of men, to increase riches, to overcome
enemies, to procure the favor of men, to expel diseases, to preserve
health, to prolong life, to renew youth, to foretell future events, to
see and know things done many miles off, and such like as these. These
things may seem incredible, yet read but the ensuing treatise and thou
shalt see the possibility confirmed both by reason and example.

The Celtic Golden Dawn
The Golden Dawn flourished in Great Britain and France from 1887 to
about 1901. It appears to have been an outgrowth of the German order,
Orden des Gold-und Rosenkreuz. In the Golden Dawn one studied Qabalah,
astrology, tarot divination, geomancy, scrying, astral travel,
alchemy, Ancient Egyptian religion, Theurgy, Freemasonry, Alchemy,
Enochian magic, Christian mysticism, etc. It flourished until the
London Adepts rebelled against their leader. This act of betrayal
destroyed the Order, fragments of which carried on under other names.
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The Golden Dawn
This is not another beginner book on Magick that so many large
publishing companies tend to print. This book was designed for the
intermediate and advanced practitioner of the Order of the Golden
Dawn. Pat Zalewski was fortunate enough to work with original members
of the Stella Matutina and was taught the inner secrets of the Adepts.
Now for the first time, these secrets are being published so that
those who could benefit from this knowledge will learn as Zalewski had
done with his mentor, Jack Taylor. Also being released for the first
time is the connection between the Admission Badges and the Temple
floor diagrams. Zalewski also discusses in-depth the God-form
assumption technique he learned. Many significant lessons are
contained in this book that you will not get from any other source.

Commentaries on the Golden Dawn Flying Rolls
First published in 1937, Israel Regardie’s The Golden Dawn has become
the most influential modern handbook of magical theory and practice.
In this new, definitive edition, noted scholar John Michael Greer has
taken this essential resource back to its original, authentic form.
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With added illustrations, a twenty-page color insert, additional
original material, and refreshed design and typography, this powerful
work returns to its true stature as a modern masterpiece. An essential
textbook for students of the occult, The Golden Dawn includes occult
symbolism and Qabalistic philosophy, training methods for developing
magical and clairvoyant powers, rituals that summon and banish
spiritual potencies, secrets of making and consecrating magical tools,
and much more.

Stealing Fire from Heaven
The Philosophy Of Natural Magic
Initiatory Tarot of the Golden Dawn Deluxe
Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic
Upon its original publication in 1996, Paths of Wisdom was hailed as
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the definitive introduction to the magical Cabala#8212the tradition of
philosophy and symbolism at the heart of modern ceremonial magic.
Encyclopedic in its detailed presentation of Cabalistic teaching, but
written in a clear and readable style accessible to the complete
beginner, Paths of Wisdom covers every aspect of the magical Cabala
from the perspective of the Golden Dawn tradition#8212the most widely
practiced approach to Cabalistic magic today. From the overall
structure of the Tree of Life, through the complete symbolism of each
of the tree's 10 spheres and 22 paths, to the practical applications
of the Cabala in magic, meditation, pathworking, and daily life, it's
all here#8212including material not found in other books on the
magical Cabala. This new edition has been revised and corrected by the
author and will take its place as the standard introduction to the
Cabala in ceremonial magic.

The Golden Dawn Companion
/U.S. Games Systems, Inc. Painted by Robert Wang in collaboration with
the noted author Dr. Israel Regardie, the 78-card deck is based on the
notebooks and records of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn.
Interpretatio
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Original Teachings of the Golden Dawn, Volume Two
Analyzes three important alchemical treatises from the 17th century,
explaining them symbolically, psychologically, and magically. This
title also includes illustrations, a glossary, a biographical
dictionary, a bibliography, an index, and an introduction.

Golden Dawn Rituals and Commentaries
The Golden Dawn flourished in Great Britain and France from 1887 to
1900. It appears to have been an outgrowth of the German order, Orden
des Gold-und Rosenkreuz. In the Golden Dawn one studied Qabalah,
astrology, tarot divination, geomancy, scrying, astral travel, Ancient
Egyptian religion, Theurgy, Freemasonry, Alchemy, Enochian magic,
Christian mysticism, etc. It flourished until the London Adepts
rebelled against their leader. This act of betrayal destroyed the
Order, fragments of which carried on under other names. This volume
contains Instructions N-Z.3, Flying Rolls 1-36, the Phoenix Wand
Consecration Ritual, the Ceremony of the Equinox, and the Table of the
Titles of the Grades.
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Golden Dawn Tarot Deck
Arthur Edward Waite (October 2, 1857 - May 19, 1942) was an occultist
and co-creator of the Rider-Waite Tarot deck.Born in the United
States, and raised in England, A.E. Waite joined the Hermetic Order of
the Golden Dawn in 1891 and also entered the Societas Rosicruciana in
Anglia in 1902. The Golden Dawn was torn by further internal feuding
until Waite's departure in 1914; a year later he formed the Fellowship
of the Rosy Cross, not to be confused with the Rosicrucians. By that
time there existed some half-dozen offshoots from the original Golden
Dawn, and as a whole it never recovered.

The Golden Dawn Journal: Divination
Dr Regardie's classic, final testament to the Golden Dawn includes
extensive instruction on astrology, tarot, alchemy, Kabbalah,
enochiana, and much, much more. Beautifully illustrated throughout,
with many color plates, this is the easiest edition to study. An
essential text in any library of magical works. This edition includes
over 150 pages of new material including several new articles, a
Master Table of Contents and an extensive Index. Individually hand
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numbered.

What You Should Know about the Golden Dawn
This is the first in a series that reflects the magical teachings and
philosophy of the Hermetic Tradition. Book One explores how and why
the process of divination works, traditional techniques of Tarot and
Geomancy, new Tarot spreads, historical information derived from the
actual readings of an original Golden Dawn member, and answers to the
question, "Can divination always be trusted?"

The Middle Pillar
2012 Reprint of 1945 Edition. Exact facsimile of the original edition,
not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software. Israel Regardie,
born Francis Israel Regudy (1907-1985) was an occultist and writer,
author of books on the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. The exercise
known as the "Middle Pillar" was devised by the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn. Regardie expanded upon it and made it public over 60
years ago in the first edition of this book. Since that time, the
exercise has been altered and adapted for just about any spiritual use
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you could think of. It is a mainstay of many Western traditions of
magic. The exercise is intended as a technique to break the barrier
between the conscious and unconscious. This classic work provides an
introduction to magic and occultism while providing directions as to
how to perform the Qabalistic Cross, the Lesser Banishing Ritual of
the Pentagram and the Middle Pillar exercise. It remains a classic
book in the field.

The Wisdon of Israel Regardie
The Western magical traditions are currently undergoing an
international resurgence. In Stealing Fire from Heaven, Nevill Drury
offers an overview of the modern occult revival and seeks to explain
this growing interest in ancient magical belief systems. Gnosticism
and the Hermetica, the medieval Kabbalah, Tarot and Alchemy, and more
recently, Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry, collectively laid the basis
for the modern magical revival, which first began to gather momentum
in Europe at the end of the nineteenth century. Western magic has
since become increasingly eclectic, drawing on such diverse sources as
classical Greco-Roman mythology, Celtic cosmology, Kundalini yoga and
Tantra, shamanism, chaos theory, and the various spiritual traditions
associated in many different cultures with the Universal Goddess.
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Drury traces the rise of various forms of magical belief and practice,
from the influential Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn to the
emergence of Wicca and Goddess worship as expressions of contemporary
feminine spirituality. He also explores Chaos Magick and the occult
practices of the so-called Left-Hand Path, as well as twenty-firstcentury magical forays into cyberspace. He believes that the rise of
modern Western magic stems essentially from the quest for personal
spiritual transformation and direct experience of the sacred--a quest
which the trance occultist and visionary artist Austin Osman Spare
once referred to as "stealing fire from heaven." Considered in this
light, Drury argues, modern Western magic can be regarded as a form of
alternative spirituality in which the practitioners seek direct
engagement with the mythic realm.

King Over the Water - Samuel Mathers and the Golden Dawn
The Golden Dawn flourished in Great Britain and France from 1887 to
about 1901. It appears to have been an outgrowth of the German order,
Orden des Gold-und Rosenkreuz. In the Golden Dawn one studied Qabalah,
astrology, tarot divination, geomancy, scrying, astral travel,
alchemy, Ancient Egyptian religion, Theurgy, Freemasonry, Alchemy,
Enochian magic, Christian mysticism, etc. It flourished until the
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London Adepts rebelled against their leader. This act of betrayal
destroyed the Order, fragments of which carried on under other names.

The Tree of Life
Israel Regardie wrote The Tree of Life, a book many consider his
magnum opus, in 1932. It has continued to sell for decades. And no
wonder. Up until the time this book was published, very little
information about true high magic was available to the public. In this
book, Regardie reveals the secrets of real magic. He begins with an
explanation of what magic is and, just as importantly, what magic is
not. He explains that it is a spiritual study and practice which,
along with forms of yoga, forms the two branches of the tree that is
mysticism. Magic is not being a medium or a psychic. Then he explains
the tools of the magician, what they mean, and how to use them. He
explains the techniques of evocation and invocation, skrying, and
astral travel. He shows how the Qabalah unites everything. He even
gives a description of the secrets of sexual magick. All of this is in
a clear, lucid writing style. This book is simply a must for anyone
who is, or aspires to be, a real magician. Although Chic and Sandra
Tabatha Cicero were friends of Regardie and are Senior Adepts of the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, what changes could they have made
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to this classic book? Well, they did change the spelling from British
style to American. And they did change his transliterations of Hebrew
into the more popular style he used in his later books. But nothing
vital was changed or removed. Everything else they added was
complementary to the text that was there. And what incredible
additions they are! Extensive annotations throughout every chapter;
over 100 illustrations; more descriptive contents pages; a glossary, a
bibliography and an index. They've even added a biographical note on
Regardie and the importance of this book to him and to the occult
world. This book contains some of the finest occult writing that has
ever been produced. And with the new material by the Ciceros, it
becomes a must-have for any magician!

Original Teachings of the Golden Dawn
A century ago, Celtic groups descending from the famed Hermetic Order
of the Golden Dawn pioneered a fascinating form of ceremonial magic
invoking Pagan Celtic powers instead of relying on the more commonly
used Judeo-Christian names and symbols. Those groups disappeared many
decades ago, and their teachings were lost. But today, their legacy
has been reborn. Respected occult author and Grand Archdruid John
Michael Greer has re-created a complete magical system based on the
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Celtic Golden Dawn traditions. This new book provides students with a
complete curriculum of Druidical magic and occult wisdom, including
training in ceremonial magic, meditation, pathworking, divination,
geomancy, and herbal alchemy, allowing self-initiation into the three
degrees of Ovate, Bard, and Druid. Structured to resemble a long-lost
correspondence course, The Celtic Golden Dawn presents a series of
knowledge lectures, meditations, and rituals leading to mastery of the
most important magical techniques.

The Art of True Healing
The Golden Dawn is one of the most influential and respected systems
of magic in the world. Inspired by the Esoteric Order of the Golden
Dawn, this magical tarot captures the esoteric spirituality and
mysticism of an ancient yet vibrant tradition. This stunning tarot
offers a path—built on the tenets of high magic—that leads to
transformation and enlightenment. Deluxe edition (4½ x 6 7/10)
includes 78 full-color cards, instructions, and an embroidered satin
bag Publisher Review #1: The concept of this deck is fascinating. A
knowledgeable deck designer and historian, Giordano Berti, used
primary source material to create instructions and direction for an
artist who has not viewed other versions of Golden Dawn or Golden DawnPage 20/31
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tradition-based decks. This allows for an entirely fresh composition
and depiction of these meanings, including illustrated pips. This deck
moves away from numeric pips, expanding on the original design (just
as Waite and Smith did) to create the first truly all-pictorial Golden
Dawn deck What an exciting technique to create a deck that is based on
a specific foundation but not derivative. Is this what the tarot world
has been waiting for? Is this a step in evolution for tarot, a way to
break out of the clone rut? Time and usage by readers will tell. . . .
read more. Publisher Review #2: Before discussing the deck itself, I'd
like to look at the LWB (Little White Booklet) that accompanies the
deck. Because Lo Scarabeo sends decks all over the world, their LWBs
are in multiple languages, resulting, unfortunately, in even less
information than is found in decks from other publishers. This one,
however, uses its limited space very effectively. It doesn't describe
the symbolism on each card (you can look at the card), but does give
the divinatory meaning based on the Golden Dawn system. The creative
force behind the deck, Giordano Bertia, only gave basic information
about the meanings of the cards to artist Patrizio Evangelisti, so on
this basis, the deck is a Golden Dawn deck. The LWB also includes an
original six-card spread called the "Method of the Rosacroce." It has
a unique method of selecting the cards for the layout, but the meaning
of the positions for the cards is fairly mundane. . . . . read more.
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Golden Dawn Magical Tarot
An exlanation of the Golden Dawn Tarot -- a system of enlightenment
that shows us our relationship to the universe. The book includes a
section explaining divination, a 10 card, and a 15 card method for
divination, plusinformation about how the Golden Dawn Tarot system
came into being.

Z-5: The zelator ritual, 1
An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to the Golden Dawn system of
magic The Golden Dawn system of magic is known throughout the world as
one of the most effective and comprehensive approaches to working with
occult powers. But for beginners or intermediate practitioners, it can
be difficult to know where to start and where to go for expert
guidance. Golden Dawn Magic shares bite-sized exercises and
meditations to help you build the skills that are needed for the more
advanced rituals, guiding beginner and intermediate practitioners on a
powerful journey of magical work. Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero,
senior adepts of the Golden Dawn, provide a firm foundation in
practical Golden Dawn theory and methods, without the complex lessons
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and grades of more traditional approaches. This collection
ofaccessible step-by-step instructions for visualization, meditation,
energy projection, and working with willpower opens the doorways of
magic. You will also discover hands-on exercises for learning the
Golden Dawn's approach to esoteric arts like tarot and the Qabalah.
Once you've mastered the fundamental skills, this book guides you
through dozens of more advanced rites, rituals, and techniques,
including: Greater and Lesser Banishing Rituals • Expanded
Visualizations • Opening by Watchtower • Ritual of the Rose Cross •
Prayer of Osiris • Exordiums of Thoth • Godform Assumption • Achieving
Invisibility • Creating Your Own Talisman •Telesmatic Images • And
Many More Whether you are just becoming interested in the Golden Dawn
or you have already gained some experience in these methods, Golden
Dawn Magic will be an extraordinary aid to you as you move forward on
your journey in this powerful system of magic.

An Introduction to the Golden Dawn Tarot
Discover the deepest meanings and secrets of the First-Degree ritual
of initiation into the famous Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, in
Z-5 Secret Teachings of the Golden Dawn/Book II: The Zelator Ritual
1=10 by Pat and Chris Zalewski. In this book, two of the best writers
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on the Golden Dawn reveal the hidden mysteries of what may be the bestknown occult system in the world. In Z-5 . . . The Zelator Ritual
1=10, you will learn what actually happens when you are initiated into
the second grade (which is also the first degree) of the Golden Dawn.
·Never-before published Golden Dawn teachings and explanations of the
rituals ·The deeper significant principles of ritual magic of the
Golden Dawn ·The first steps taken into the Zelator Grade and how the
ritualistic process unfolds ·First-hand experiences of those who have
gone through the ritual ·The meanings of Golden Dawn symbols ·The dos
and don'ts of Hermetic Ritual ·Exclusive diagrams and previously
unpublished photos of a genuine Golden Dawn temple In the Zelator
degree, the candidate must embrace the forces of the Earth Element and
deal with the effects it has on him or her. During the ritual ceremony
presented in Z-5 . . . The Zelator Ritual 1=10 and still performed in
Golden Dawn temples all over the world, the postulant has his or her
aura magnetically earthed and her or his physical body revitalized.
Z-5 . . . The Zelator Ritual 1=10 goes beyond the mere ritual (which
is included, in full, in this book) and reveals the underlying
principles that give this ritual its amazing power. Z-5 . . . The
Zelator Ritual 1=10 uniquely presents in enormous detail all the
higher explanations given on the Zelator Ceremony in one package. For
those who want to study ritual magic in a group, this book provides
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techniques that can make your group a success. For those who wish to
utilize magic in the privacy of their own homes, Z-5 . . . The Zelator
Ritual 1=10 reveals the shortcuts that can be applied on a solo basis.
No matter what spiritual path you follow, you will find the
information in this book to be staggering in its impact. Get Z-5
Secret Teachings of the Golden Dawn/Book II: The Zelator Ritual 1=10
today.

Secrets of a Golden Dawn Temple
The Magicians of the Golden Dawn
The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn has been considered one of the
most important Western magical systems for over a century. Although
much of their knowledge has been published, to really enter the system
required initiation within a Golden Dawn temple ? until now.
Regardless of your magical knowledge or background, you can learn and
live the Golden Dawn tradition with the first practical guide to
Golden Dawn initiation. Self-Initiation into the Golden Dawn Tradition
by Chic and Sandra Tabatha Cicero offers self-paced instruction by two
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senior adepts of this magical order. For the first time, the esoteric
rituals of the Golden Dawn are clearly laid out in step-by-step
guidance that's clear and easy-to-follow. Studying the Knowledge
Lectures, practicing daily rituals, doing meditations, and taking selfgraded exams will enhance your learning. Initiation rituals have been
correctly reinterpreted so you can perform them yourself. Upon
completion of this workbook, you can truly say that you are practicing
the Golden Dawn tradition with an in-depth knowledge of qabalah,
astrology, Tarot, geomancy, spiritual alchemy, and more, all of which
you will learn from Self-Initiation into the Golden Dawn Tradition.
·No need for group membership ·Instructions are free of jargon and
complex language ·Lessons don't require familiarity with magical
traditions ·Grade rituals from Neophyte to Portal ·Link with your
Higher Self If you have ever wondered what it would be like to learn
the Golden Dawn system, Self-Initiation into the Golden Dawn Tradition
explains it all. The lessons follow a structured plan, adding more and
more information with each section of the book. Did you really learn
the material? Find out by using the written tests and checking them
with the included answers. Here is a chance to find out if the Golden
Dawn system is the right path for you or to add any part of their
wisdom and techniques to the system you follow. Start with this book
now.
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Golden Dawn Magic
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step
program toward spiritual attainment guides readers through each level
of the the Golden Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding
sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.

Self-Initiation Into the Golden Dawn Tradition
The Art of True Healing details a powerful exercise that stimulates
the body, mind, and spirit to help us create physical health and
personal success. Originally published in 1932, predating by more than
a half century the current interest in the mind’s power to heal, this
concise work guides readers through what Israel Regardie calls the
Middle Pillar meditation — a technique that combines the mystical
concepts of yoga’s chakras and the Kabbalah’s Tree of Life to create a
simple and effective healing tool. In this edition, editor Marc Allen
brings Regardie’s work into the twenty-first century — showing us how
to unleash energy to heal our bodies and, ultimately, every part of
our lives. Like few books before or since, The Art of True Healing
provides both the theory and practices necessary for attaining wellPage 27/31
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being and fulfillment.

Original Teachings of the Golden Dawn, Vol. 1
For those who want to find out about what the Golden Dawn is and what
it has to offer, this book answers questions about its philosophy,
principles, and history.

Yeats’s Golden Dawn
The Middle Pillar
Regardie's personal account of his experience with those secret
societies which have exerted such a great influence on the development
of modern Occultism. Regardie lifts the cloak of mystery which has
shrouded The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, The Rosicrucian
Fraternity and The Masonic Lodge. From his close personal associations
Regardie reveals the true nature and actions of such leading Occult
authorities as Aleister Crowley, Dion Fortune, S L MacGregor Mathers,
Dr W W Wescott, and others. This 6th edition includes new material by
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several modern adepts of the Golden Dawn, documents from the period of
Regardie's association with Aleister Crowley which demonstrate
Regardie's involvement in both the OTO and the A:.A:., and hitherto
unpublished material from the Regardie archives.
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